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Read this manual thoroughly before use and keep it in a safe place for later 
reference. The manual contains important information for the safe moun-
ting and installation of the product.
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ePED® door terminal 1386–00

Target group
Assembly work must be carried out by a specialist in the relevant trade or suitably 
qualified personnel depending on the type of work.
The electrical installation of the product must be carried out by an electrician, 
with expertise in escape-door control systems certified by ASSA ABLOY in ac-
cordance with the building authority requirements for electromechanical lo-
cking devices for doors in escape routes. 
The electricians are obliged to apply the recognised rules of technology, inspec-
tion directives of the federal states and to update this knowledge on a regular 
basis.

Meaning of the symbols

DDanger!
Safety notice: Failure to observe these warnings will lead to death or serious injury.

!Warning!
Safety notice: Failure to observe these warnings may lead to death or serious 
injury 

!Caution!
Safety notice: Failure to observe these warnings can lead to injury.

AAt tention!
Note: Failure to observe these warnings can lead to property damage and impair 
the function of the product.

INote!
Note:Additional information on operating the product.

Functions

Safety instructions

AAt tention!
An electronically controlled door in the escape route must be identified: A 
sign (pictogram) must be affixed on the inside of an electronically controlled 
door in the escape route. This sign must be affixed for identification of the Emer-
gency Open push-button.

INote!
Protection rating IP30 must be achieved: Switch boxes which achieve a mini-
mum protection rating of IP30 must be used for the installation.

Untested devices may have differing functionality:Hi-O Technology™ devices 
not listed in the compatibility list have not been tested in the device combi-
nation and may cause different functional processes. This applies especially for 
activators.

The maximum number of components may not be exceeded: A maximum of 
four terminals (Emergency Open module 1386D00) and eight interfaces for locking 
systems 1386S00 can be connected.

The maximum power consumption may not be exceeded: The voltage supply 
must be sufficient for the power consumption of all connected components.

Limitation of function with incorrect operating voltage at the components: A 
mains adapter according to SELV requirements must be used. Separate mains 
adapters must be connected for the supply of devices with power consumption 
higher than 100 VA. The appropriate mains adapter, cable lengths, and cable 
cross sections must be chosen according to the local circumstances. Check and 
ensure that the operating voltage at the connection points is suitable for the 
components.

Emergency Open module 1386D00
The Emergency Open push-button of the Emergency Open module 1386D00 is 
pressed in the case of an emergency, in order to request a release of the locked 
escape door. An alarm is also triggered in the process. 
The release of the escape door can take place with a time delay or can even be 
refused depending on the configuration, product variant, and other factors. 

Key switches
With the key switch, the escape door is unlocked and operation is authorised. 

Down-counter module 1386D00-COUN
The Down-counter module 1386D00-COUN displays the remaining wait time for a 
delayed release of the locked escape door with green LEDs. Red LEDs also flash 
for as long as the escape door is locked. Only the green lights illuminate conti-
nuously if the escape door is released.

Interface for locking systems 1386S00
The interface for locking systems 1386S00 is designed for connection of tested and 
approved conventional escape route locking systems (commissioning report) to 
the Hi-O Technology™ bus with incorporation of safety-relevant functions of 
ePED® (D01024xx ePED interface for locking systems 1386S00 manual).

D0130400, 05.2021

Explanation of terms

Term Description
Activation delay With Activation delay, the key must be turned and held for 

longer than the adjusted delay time for unlocking, etc.
Release delay The release delay is the wait time until the escape door is 

unlocked after actuation of the Emergency Open 
push-button.

Terminal The ePED® 1386-00 door terminal (terminal) comprises se-
veral modules installed in a wall-mounted housing.

Terminating A connecting conductor or a bus system must be termina-
ted with a terminating resistor.

Remote interface If the connecting conductor is longer than 10 m, it is a 
remote interface (interface with extended connection lead)

Ethernet Ethernet is a data network (LAN technology).
Gateway A gateway (e.g. Ethernet gateway) connects devices to the 

network.
Topology Bus topology (topology) refers to the structure for the 

interconnection of multiple devices via bus. The topology 
is decisive for the safeguarding of the network against 
failure, the performance, and the selection of suitable 
hardware.
We differentiate between physical and logical topologies:
 · the physical topology describes the layout of the network 
wiring,

 · the logical topology describes the data flow between the 
end devices.

Term Description
Hi-O Technolo-
gy™ bus

The Hi-O Technology™ bus (Highly Intelligent Opening) 
is a bus for the connection of electronic components 
(devices) in door systems. It is used for the control of a 
door in each case. The status monitoring and exchange of 
information between the individual devices takes place via 
CAN bus. 
A central logic controller can be omitted, because each 
device has its own control unit. For escape route techno-
logy applications, it is a closed system with permanently 
assigned bus addresses. 
All devices are interconnected via four-core cables. 
Conventional devices can be connected via I/O boxes. 
Integration into a building network (Ethernet) or the inter-
action of multiple doors takes place via a gateway (e.g. an 
Ethernet gateway).

Hi-O group Assignment to a Hi-O group offers the possibility of orga-
nising components into groups. The Hi-O group switches 
are basically set to position 0 (Off) for the ePED® 1386-00 
door terminal.

ePED® modules

Intended use
Electrical locking devices of doors along escape rou-
tes are intended for use in commercial applications.
The product has been designed for safeguarding escape 
routes and has been tested to the requirements speci-
fied in the German guidelines on electrical locking sys-
tems for doors in escape routes (EltVTR) and DIN EN 
13637:2015. Deviating uses or device combinations 
not described in the approval are not permitted.
ASSA ABLOY Sicherheitstechnik GmbH can provide the 
necessary planning information for approved solu-
tions and the device combinations required for your 
application. The usage must be coordinated with the 
requirements of the inspection authorities. Contact 
the responsible inspection authority for this purpose.

Compliance with all relevant inspection authority requirements is mandatory for 
the use, particularly with respect to the
 · coordination of the safety concept with the responsible inspection authority and 
 · modifications of door elements.

The device is suitable for installation, configuration and use, according to these 
instructions. Any use beyond this is deemed as non-intended use; devices combi-
nations which are not described are not permitted.

!Warning!
Danger arising from modification of the product: The safety features of this 
product are an essential requirement for its conformity with EltVTR and DIN 
EN 13637:2015. Changes other than those described in this manual may not be 
undertaken.

Danger due to missing Emergency Open button on the escape door: If the 
release of the escape door is centrally controlled, it is no longer possible to 
independently choose to exit the danger area in the case of danger. This always 
requires approval from the responsible inspection authority. Normally, a 
constantly manned station equipped with a central release mechanism is 
prerequisite for the approval.

Danger due to faulty commissioning: In order to ensure the safety of the 
product, commissioning must be performed by a qualified person. ASSA ABLOY 
Sicherheitstechnik GmbH offers training for qualification in the requisite skills.

Danger due to faulty maintenance: The owner is responsible for correct ins-
tallation and functional inspection of the product and connected components. 
The safe function must be tested by a trained qualified expert at least once per 
year. Requirements established by inspection authorities must be complied 
with. ASSA ABLOY Sicherheitstechnik GmbH offers training for qualification in the 
requisite skills.

Danger arising from tampering or improperly performed repairs: If the 
ePED® terminal 1386-00 or parts of the device cannot resume normal ope-
ration after a fault or alarm message, or if there is evidence of damage, the 
device may only be repaired by a qualified person. Please contact the cus-
tomer service of the installation company or the support department of 
 ASSA  ABLOY  Sicherheitstechnik GmbH.
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Maintenance

Initial commissioning
At least one Emergency Open module is always necessary for operation of the 
RWT locking module.
All devices are connected to the Hi-O Technology™ bus for the initial commissio-
ning, but are not configured yet. If the voltage supply is switched on, the system 
is in plug and play mode and the devices work with the factory settings.
Interfaces for locking systems cannot work with factory settings, because they 
must be logically linked to the corresponding Emergency Open push-buttons. 
The configuration must be completely finished before the interfaces for locking 
systems can be commissioned. 
Any changes which are made necessitate re-configuration.
On initial commissioning, a commissioning report must be created in ac-
cordance with the inspection manual.

ePED® Service Software Download the current software 
www.assaabloy.de/service

AAt tention!
Observe the prescribed sequence during commissioning: All Hi-O Technology™ 
devices must be connected to the bus for the configuration. Then the operating 
voltage is switched on. Subsequently connected devices are only recognised 
after renewed connection of the operating voltage. 

Install driver: When plugging in the ePED® Service Interface USB 1386–SIF for the 
first time, Microsoft Windows® will automatically attempt to install the necessa-
ry device drivers. To do this, the PC must be connected to the Internet.
Alternatively, the drivers can also be obtained from www.ftdichip.com.

ePED® service software for 
commissioning and configuration

 Configure Hi-O Technology™ IO interface

Microsoft Windows® recognises an 
ePED® Service Interface USB, which is 
displayed.
If several devices are connected, the 
device to be configured must be se-
lected here.
Optionally, a configuration can also 
be created and saved offline.

Only change the device version of the Hi-O Techno-
logy™ IO interface for offline configuration. 
If changes are made to an existing system, the ins-
tallation wizard may need to reconfigure the 
system.

Configure ePED® door terminal

Microsoft Windows® recognises an 
ePED® Service Interface USB, which is 
displayed.
If several devices are connected, the 
device to be configured must be se-
lected here.

Select module Functions

Installation wizard
Before the installation wizard can be used, the existing Hi-O Technology™ IO 
interface must be configured if required.

factory set 
code: 7890

Control
factory set code: 1234

User administration
factory set code: 7890

Settings
factory set code: 7890

Maintenance wizard

!  Warning!
Danger due to faulty or improperly performed maintenance: The owner is 
responsible for correct installation and functional inspection of the product 
and connected components. 
 · The safe function must be tested by a trained qualified expert at least once 
per year. 

 · Requirements established by inspection authorities must be complied with. 
ASSA ABLOY Sicherheitstechnik GmbH offers training for qualification in the 
requisite skills.

Maintenance wizard
factory set code: 7890

Follow 
the maintenance 
wizard

Write down the changed autho-
rization codes.

Change codes
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 1   Escape door strike 331 – 24 V

Alternatively, other suitable locking elements can be connected 
(D01243xx manual). Only one locking element may be connected.

 2   Interface for locking systems 1386S00
 3   Illuminated emergency sign 1386D00-HW 
 4  Down-counter module 1386D00-COUN 
 5  Emergency Open module 1386D00
 6  Termination via terminating resistor in the device
 7  Power supply
 8  Key switch 1385ES3
 9  Hi-O Technology™ hub

 1  2 

 9   6 

 5 

 8 

 5 

 8 

AAt tention!
Malfunction or failure in the event of missing termination: A connecting conduc-
tor or a bus system must be terminated with a terminating resistor.
 · Set a terminating resistor as shown in the examples ( 6 ).

Electrical connection and terminating

The components of the ePED® 1386-00 door terminal are connected to other 
components of the door system via the Hi-O Technology™ bus. (D01021xx ePED® 
Hi-O Technology™ bus manual).

S4

S4

S4

S5

S5

S4

Hi-O

Illuminated
emergency sign
1386D00-HW--F90

Interface for
locking systems 
1386S00

Down-
counter- module 
1386D00-COUN

Emergency Open 
module 1386D00

Key switch 
1385ES3

The ePED® door terminal 1386-00 is operated via the key switch module 1385ES3 
with a key (instructions D01062xx ePED® 1386D00 door terminal).

Installation in the wall
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Fitting and installation Emergency Open module 1386D00
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AAt tention!
Property damage from connection 
with USB devices:The jack is not 
a USB jack and is only intended for 
connecting the ePED Service Interface 
USB 1386–SIF

 1   Connection socket for
 ePED Service Interface USB
 2   Cover contact
 3   SYSCON 5 
 4  SYSCON 4 
 5  SYSCON 4

 6  Screw-type terminal strip
 1 CAN_H
 2 CAN_L
 3 VB+
 4 GND
 5 In1 VB+
 6 In1 GND
 7 In2 VB+
 8 In2 GND
 In1 = Temporary release
 In2 = Fire alarm
 7  Relay screw terminal strip
 8  1 Hi-O terminating resistor
 2 Hi-O group switch, must 
  be set to the Off-position

87654321
87

J1

J2

 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 
 5 

 6  In1 temporary release connection 87654321

 6 

 In2 fire alarm connection
 · No fire alarm

 · Local connection

 · Central connection

 7 

 8 

VB+   –

11109 7  Relay max. 30 V / 1 A
 Output = Alarm message
 1 NO
 2 Common
 3 NC – no alarm

87654321
87

J1

J2

87654321
87

J1

J2

INote!
Configuration: The connections can be configured with the ePED® Service 
Software.
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Connection of an EAC system instead of a key switch
Two independent inputs are available for connecting an EAC system, for example 
to connect one compact unit each for indoors and outdoors.
The connection is made via the SYSCON 5 connection cable for connecting the 
key switch. The connections can be configured with the ePED® Service Software.
The inputs switch between operating status via pulses. Resetting after alarms is 
possible, as well as re-locking.
Optionally, the door can also be permanently released. To do this, a new pulse 
must be initiated during a temporary release.
The activation time from the access control must be set to approx. 1 second for 
correct function.

54321

S1 S2 S3

Pin Co-
lour

Function

1 rd –
2 bw GND
3 bl S1 EAC system connection 1
4 br S2 EAC system connection 2
5 gr S3 Tampering contact

SYSCON 5

Key switch 1385ES3

6
4

3
2

1

5

321

 1   SYSCON 5 
 2  Screw-type terminal strip
 1 VB+
 2 GND
 3 Key switch, left
 4 Key switch, right
 5 Tampering contact

 3   Jumper JP1
 Setting corresponding to
 circuit diagrams
 4  Connection for functional 
earthing
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AAt tention!
Damage due to electrostatic discharge: The key switch 1385ES3 must be 
grounded ( 4 ). Electrostatic discharge can cause damage.

Down-counter module 1386D00-COUN
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 1   LED indicators:
 the outer green LED ring  
 (12 LEDs) is filled on activation
 the inner red LED ring  
 (4 LEDs) flashes on activation  
 until the green LED has been  
 filled
 2  SYSCON 4 
 3  SYSCON 4

 4   Screw-type terminal strip
 1 CAN_H
 2 CAN_L
 3 VB+
 4 GND
 5  1 Hi-O terminating resistor
 2 Hi-O group switch,
  must be set to Off
  position

 1 

 2 
 3  5 

 4 

Locking cylinders

30,5

180°

AAt tention!
Functional failure or damage due to inadequate locking cylinder qua-
lity: The protection class and operating temperature range of the locking 
cylinder must match the key switch (technical data).

Warranty, certification, disposal

Feature Characteristic
Voltage supply VB 12 V DC  –15 %  to 24 V DC +15 %

controlled DC voltage (SELV)
optimum voltage = 24 VDC

Maximum release delay after pressing 
the Emergency Open button
 · DIN EN 13637

 · with local control
 · with central control

 · without CE certification (EU export)
 · with local control
 · with central control

15 s
180 s

120 s
300 s

Application site for use in indoor areas
Protection rating IP30 (when completely mounted)
Operating temperature –10 °C – +55 °C
Certification in accordance with EltVTR

EN 13637: 2015

 Compatibility list: Devices that have been tested in the device group

Hi-O Technology™ device Type Power consumption

12 V DC 24  V DC

Hi-O Emergency Open push-button
(without configuration display)

1386D00 200 mA 120 mA

Key switches 1385ES3 is fed via the
Emergency Open module

Down-counter module 1386D00-Coun 150 mA 80 mA
Locking interface
(without lock)

1386S00 150 mA 100 mA

Technical data

Warranty
The statutory warranty periods and Terms and Conditions of Sale and Delivery of 
ASSA ABLOY Sicherheitstechnik GmbH apply.
Updated information is available at: assaabloyopeningsolutions.de.

Certification
Open Source Licenses
ASSA ABLOY Sicherheitstechnik GmbH has the source code of the 
software used in the scope of Open Source licenses (such as FreeR-
TOS™, newlib, lwIP) available on request:
http://www.assaabloy.com/com/global/opensourcelicense/
Hi-O Technology™
is a registered trademark of the ASSA ABLOY Group.

ePED® is a registered trademark of 
ASSA ABLOY Sicherheits GmbH.

Sicherheitstechnik GmbH
Werk Albstadt

EltVTRC M
ASSA ABLOY 
Sicherheitstechnik GmbH

Bildstockstraße 20
72458 Albstadt
GERMANY

The EU declaration of conformity is available in the download area of
assaabloyopeningsolutions.de

Disposal
Packaging materials must be recycled.
The existing environmental protection regulations must be met.

M
WEEE-Reg. no. DE 69404980 
The product is to be properly disposed of as electronic scrap after 
use and to be dropped off at a local collection point, free of charge, 
for recycling of the materials.

Hi-O Technology™ devices

AAt tention!
Untested devices may have differing functionality: Hi-O Technology™ devices 
not listed in the compatibility list have not been tested in the device combi-
nation and may cause different functional processes. This applies especially for 
activators.

The maximum number of components may not be exceeded: A maximum of 
four terminals (Emergency Open module 1386D00) and eight interfaces for locking 
systems 1386S00 can be connected.

The maximum power consumption may not be exceeded: The voltage supply 
must be sufficient for the power consumption of all connected components.

Limitation of function with incorrect operating voltage at the components. A 
power supply unit according to SELV requirements must be used. Separate mains 
adapters must be connected for the supply of devices with power consumption 
higher than 100 VA. The appropriate mains adapter, cable lengths, and cable 
cross sections must be chosen according to the local circumstances. Check and 
ensure that the operating voltage at the connection points is suitable for the 
components.

Accessories


